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Are the current measures
sufficient to achieve or
maintain good state?
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Basics of the WP6 analysis

ESTIMATE
PRESSURE REDUCTION (%) 

FROM ALL MEASURES

MSFD 
PRESSURES

MSFD 
ACTIVITIES

%
Which activities are behind the 
pressure reduction?

Can good state be reached
with this pressure reduction?

ARE CURRENT 
MEASURES SUFFICIENT?

IDENTIFY  KEY 
PRESSURES FOR STATE

Plan new measures for
- activities
- state components



√List all the current measures
√Group by activity and pressure (multiple)
√Simplify these as ’measure types’
√Survey how effective these measure types

are in reducing each pressure from each
activity (descriptive scale)

√Survey the most effective measure type: 
how much pressure that reduces?

√Find reference points to further improve the 
survey accuracy. 5

Step 4: How will we estimate
measure effectiveness?
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1. % REDUCTION of a pressure from an activity
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How do we use the data from the Step 4 survey?
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2. Linking with Activity-Pressure contributions, we get total
pressure reduction %
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National management plans for harbour porpoise

Use acoustic deterrent devices for harbour
porpoise

Marine Protected Areas specifically for harbour
porpoise

Reduce bycatch of harbour porpoise by 
modifications of fishing gears

Prevent, retrieve and recycle ghost nets

Reduce fishing effort with gillnets or other gears 
causing bycatch of harbour porpoise

1

2

3

4
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6

1. This question asks you to assess the relative effectiveness of measure types and the 
certainty of that effectiveness. In your expert opinion, what is the relative effectiveness 
of each of the following measure types in reducing ‘Harbour porpoise bycatch’ from    
‘Fishing’, and what is the certainty of the effectiveness of each measure type? 
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2. In your expert opinion, how much can the 
most effective measure type reduce a 
pressure from an activity? 

0% 100%



Divide surveys by habitats / species

How do we carry out the surveys?

Divide, if necessary, by sub-basins

Group work but responses are per 
individuals

Respondents need to assume that: 
- all measures are implemented

properly!
- no time lags take place!
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QUESTIONS?



Step 6: Estimating the gap to good state
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1. Prelisted pressures but one can also pick
an extra one.

2. Estimate significance (categorical scale) of 
the pressures.

3. Pick the worst and estimate the range and 
most likely % reduction needed to reach
good state!

4.  assuming that the rest are reduced by
same %.

REQUIRED % reduction of a pressure
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Extraction of fish (Bycatch in gillnets)

Extraction of fish (Bycatch in pelagic trawls)

Extraction of fish (Bycatch in bottom trawls)

Litter (Ghost nets)

Organochlorine pollution (e.g. PFOS, PCBs)

Underwater noise

3.  In your expert opinion, what are the most significant pressures preventing the 
achievement of good environmental state for ‘Harbour porpoise’?
Rate the significance of the following pressures on a scale of 0 – 5, where 0 = not 
significant at all and 5 = extremely significant. If there are other significant pressures, 
you can add one to the list.
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… more to come in Liisa’s
presentation!
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